INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FULLVIEW,
SUPREME, ULTIMATE SEAL or SCREEN DOORS
This door should be installed by a professional.
Read and understand all instructions and furnished parts prior to starting the installation.

1.

The tools required for installation: a power drill, a 114"metal drill bit, a 3/16" masonry drill bit, a
5/16" socket with ratchet, a caulking gun, hi-temp silicone and safety glasses. Always wear safety
glasses during installation to prevent unwanted objects in your eyes. Use properly grounded
electrical cords to prevent electrical shock.

2.

The door installation kit includes: an insulation strip, self tapping masonry lag screws and 2wooden or spring handles.

3.

Remove all parts and protective packing from the door carton.

4.

WARNING! This door frame must be installed PLUMB!! DO NOT FORCE THE DOOR TO
FIT IRREGULAR OPENINGS!! This will cause misalignment of the glass sections and a poor
seal will result. Plumb the masonry front with cement or fill the void with insulation. All doors
are factory fit on a plumb surface to verify alignment and fit of the doors.

5.

Measure the sides of the opening to determine where cement joints exist. Drill the builders flange
(using the 114"metal bit) at the appropriate joint heights and in 12 inch from the back side of the
builders flange. Usually, the lowest holes are up approximately 8" from the hearth line. Drill the
top holes approximately 2" down from the lintel iron. Place the door frame into the opening and
mark the cement seams where the holes have been made in the builders flange. Remove the frame
and drill holes into these marked areas with the 3/16" masonry bit. These holes must extend in as
deep as the lag screws.

6.

Reposition the frame into the opening and start the masonry lags in the holes. Set the door frame
in the opening and center left to right. Insert the fiberglass seal between masonry and the builders
flange. Tighten the screws into the masonry cement using the 5/16" socket and ratchet. Verify that
the door frame is plumb. Place the doors on the hinges and re-plumb if doors are out of alignment.
Tighten all mounting screws evenly.

7.

Use Hi-temp silicone to seal the inner perimeter of the builders flange to the fireplace facing for
maximum sealing, avoiding contact with the outside finished front of doors and frame.

8.

If a bottom mounted block wood handle is used, place several drops of crazy glue in the handle
hole to permanently attach the wood handle to the door latch. The flat non-milled side of handle
goes toward the door. Glue contacting the door or frame finish may discolor this finish.

INSTALLERS: Give these instructions to the home owner.

USE AND OPERATION OF YOUR DOOR
1.
All fires require air for combustion. Do not burn fires at a smoldering rate as
creosote can rapidly accumulate in the chimney. All chimney flues require cleaning,
contact a professional chimney sweep to clean and inspect regularly. Excessive
creosote, when ignited, will cause a hazardous chimney condition. DO NOT USE
SCRAPERS, abrasive cleaners or pads to clean the glass, this will scratch the glass
and may result in glass failure. Use Speedy White or other professional fireplace
glass cleaners available through your dealer.
2.
Never bum cardboard or rapidly combustible material. Never allow the flame
to contact the glass panels. Combustible material and flame should be at least 8
inches away from the glass. Always leave the air intake partially open while in use,
this will maintain a barrier of air between the fire and glass, reducing glass surface
temperatures and minimizing smoke accumulation.
3.
To start a fire, open the fireplace damper (located in the upper smoke shelf area
of the fireplace), both fireplace doors and any outside air intake. Use several pieces
of newspaper or a firestarter with kindling to start the fire. Add several more pieces
of seasoned wood after the kindling has ignited. Close the doors slowly and adjust
the room air intake to the proper setting. All fires should be started and maintained
by responsible adults. Keep all combustible materials away from the fireplace front.

WARNING THIS FIREPLACE DOOR IS HOT WHILE IN OPERATION.
CONTACT WITH THE GLASS OR FRAME WILL CAUSE BURNS. CHILDREN
SHOULD NOT OPERATE THESE FIREPLACE DOORS. DO NOT STRIKE THE
GLASS AS IT MAY BREAK. DO NOT FORCE WOOD INTO THE FIRE WITH
THESE DOORS AS BREAKAGE WILL OCCUR.
Contact your dealer or Wilkening Fireplace Co.
(800-367-7976) with further questions
SAVE FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

